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From: Alex H-D
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2017 10:41 PM
To: Ruggles & Stopitall Ltd
Subject: Update

Hi Karen,
Unfortunately my old email address failed and I haven't been able to get back into it.
I shall continue to tell everyone about how brilliant I have found your products both in effect
timeless and value for money!
Please let me know how best to go about ordering. I'm finally out of everything but the products
lasted fantastically well and saved me a fortune!
I tend to convert most people to the product and only those who are a bit too lazy to mix it up
don't try it! Lol I do bulk mixes [of Ruggle-it diluted oil “DIL”] and it lasts aaaages that way.
Evie is terribly sensitive to bites, ending up with cellulitis [issue with major swelling] from a bite on
her heel.....only place not drenched in ruggle-it last year! Needless to say her feet will be
plastered this coming fly season ☺
Cheers
Alex Davis

Many thanks to Alex H-D from Birmingham, West Midlands for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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